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There is no doubt that historians will record 2020 as the most disruptive year to Bermuda’s 
culture and lifestyle in our long history. Most of our cultural expressions, the amazing 
opportunities that we enjoy to ‘be Bermudian’ every year, were restricted, suspended, or 
even cancelled; and for social people like us, that isolation has been tough. 

Everything from launching the League in Spring to playing and watching Cup Match in 
Summer was lost due to the Covid-19 pandemic; and for athletes…just trying to stay 
fit during shelter-in-place was a massive challenge. Then, even after Players got used 
to competing under the ‘New Normal’, Hurricane Paulette came along to conclude the 
League early.  

It is therefore important that we recognise the vision and organisation of the BCB’s and 
Clubs’ Administrators; to thank the Officials who maintained readiness; and to appreciate 
the sacrifice and commitment of Bermuda’s cricketers. 

Accordingly, on behalf of the Government and People of Bermuda, I proudly congratulate 
and celebrate the BCB, its Member Clubs, the Officials, and the Players who ‘kept their 
eye on the ball and stuck to the wicket knowing the runs would come’ during these 
extraordinary times.

We are proud of you all, and I hope that 2021 allows a return to the sport we love, full 
of the excitement, banter, and uniquely decent behaviour that defines Cricket across the 
globe. 

Congratulations and Best Wishes for the remainder of the Year.

Sincerely,

The Hon. E. David Burt, JP, MP
Premier
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On behalf of the Ministry of Youth, Culture and Sports, it gives me great pleasure to 
acknowledge the hard work done this year by the Bermuda Cricket Board (BCB).

These are unusual times we are presently in.

As we navigate a global pandemic, we’ve had to find new and innovative ways of highlighting 
the success and achievements of our sports talent and the sporting bodies which support 
them.

Even during these unfamiliar times, and as a new Minister, I felt it important to share a 
message of encouragement with you.

Prior to the onset of the pandemic, the BCB did admirable and commendable work, providing 
support to our local league cricket, and developing our young people through its youth 
cricket programmes.

It’s said that sports brings people together to celebrate and to enjoy friendly rivalries. Cricket 
is without a doubt the bedrock and foundation of our sporting traditions, and its cultural 
significance cannot be overstated.

This year for the first time in our history, we are unable to gather as we normally would, 
particularly for milestone cricket events.

But the executive of the Bermuda Cricket Board deserve our appreciation for working with 
the Government to host physically distanced cricket events that not only delighted our 
community, but allowed us to enjoy our national sport in a safe, responsible way.

Their energy, passion, innovation and commitment to persevering though adversity are the 
hallmarks of great leadership. And Bermuda is well served by the BCB.

As the Minister of Youth, Culture and Sport, I look forward to working with the BCB to
build upon the hard work done this year, and to further the excellence and development
of cricket in Bermuda.
On behalf of the Ministry, I wish you continued success.

Sincerely,

 
Ministry of Youth, Culture and Sport 

 

3rd Floor, Government Administration Building 
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“Over a challenging, some what unprecedented year of Covid-19 , Bermuda Cricket Board 
has spear headed in the Americas Region with tenacity to fulfill the needed appetite, of the 
game to its loyal and passionate followers. Whether it has been engaging online with the 
Cricket Fraternity via webinars, or working with the local Health Authorities proactively to 
adopt a safe to cricket policy. 

The sheer dedication has been a testament of their leadership and hard work. 2021 awaits 
for an exciting, yet challenging year for BCB, since their advancement, from 2019 in the ICC 
Americas regional category, Tier 2  and now have moved up in to Tier 1. This equates to 
targeted support form ICC regional team and further opportunities in all service & programs 
offered by the ICC.  

I have no doubt in my mind, BCB will deliver, wholly committed and successfully.”

Fara Gorsi, 
ICC Americas Regional Development Manager
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The Bermuda Cricket Board (BCB) had a very successful 2020 year, when you look at what has happened 
to cricket worldwide and even other sports in Bermuda with having to adapt to the new COVID-19 climate.  
Before, I start acknowledging some of the things we have accomplished this year, I would like to thank the 
executive and the administrative staff for our achievements.
“Thank You All”
Throughout this report, I will address the areas that have not been covered by other committee reports, 
listed in this brochure.
Covid-19
As the 2020 cricket season planning phase was beginning, we were hit with a global pandemic, COVID-19. 
We had to quickly adjust our outlook, reorganize and readjust how we would play cricket this season. We 
held regular executive meetings and the cricket committee provided many out of the box ideas. In April, 
while having dicussions with a Minister, it was suggested that BCB present a document to Government, 
outlining how we would foresee cricket being played with the COVID-19 restrictions for clubs, players, 
and fans. We were only given 2 days to develop this plan and have it ready to present at a meeting with 
the Government. I called the Executive Director (ED) and the Cricket Committee Chair immediately, 
and we started researching what other countries had put in place. We were able to draft our ideas into 
an unprecedented proposal to the Minister to present and receive approval on our behalf from the 
Government. This document was later used by the Ministry of Health to propose how other sports would 
play their sport during Covid-19 in Bermuda.  I would also like to mention that the BCB is the only cricket 
board in the world to play cricket with fans during the COVID-19 pandemic. Congratulations to the 
executive, administrative staff, clubs that hosted the games, clubs that participated and their players.
MOU / International Relationships
During this year, the BCB formed many new relationships and signed Memorandum of Understandings 
(MOU) with local cricketing organizations, including; Eastern County Cricket Association (ECCA), Western 
County Cricket Association (WCCA), Evening Cricket League (ECL) and International MOU with the 
Leeward Islands. We have improved international relationships with Cricket West Indies (CWI) and Canada.  
We also forged new relationships with: OMTEX, a clothing manufacturer and cricket academy training 
facility out of India, CricKingdom (worldwide cricket academy) and Sanjay Farm (cricket academy and 
training facility), and with Uganda Cricket Association, where we are still drafting an agreeable MOU.
ICC Events and Competitions
The ICC stated during their board meeting on November 12, 2020, “It was reconfirmed that primary 
importance should be given to try to enable cricket to be played and making decisions in good time to 
provide certainty for hosts and participants. Criteria for an event to proceed and the minimum number of 
members for an event to proceed were ratified.”
CWC Challenge League A and B
• 4 events (2 per league) are to be completed by Feb 28, 2023
• If there are matches that involve teams that cannot travel due to COVID-19 they will be considered 

cancelled and no points allocated to each team
• If neither CL A or B cannot be staged in 2021 the event will be played over 2 cycles and teams will 

progress based on 2020 standings

Lloyd Smith
President’s Report - AGM 2020
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T20 WCQ 2022
• Teams that qualified for the 2021 T20WCQ will play in the qualifiers for the 2022 event
• 8 regional places are available. T20I rankings will determine which teams play in regional qualifiers
• If T20 qualifiers are cancelled T20I rankings on April 30, 2020 will be used
Unity
Cricket is united and we are beginning to see what can happen when we collaborate. The entire BCB 
executive have participated in various planning sessions, strategy think tank workshops and ICC Zoom 
presentations. The collaborative efforts have led to BCB having a clear pathway to 2022 via the input from 
our entire executive team and staff.
Transparency
The board executive arranged regular, quarterly, semi-annual and informative meetings during Covid-19 
quarantine. We introduced the ICC Regional Manager, Fara Gorsi to the clubs, and she explained 
Bermuda’s inclusion in the Tier 1 area of support from ICC.  This meeting allowed the clubs an opportunity 
to speak directly to our ICC Regional Manager, which was a first for Bermuda and the region.
Funding for BCB
Our financial report is attached for you to review. I want to highlight that during my presidency, BCB has 
seen an increase in funding. While it has been a tough year for fundraising and sponsorship, I am happy 
to report that we only lost one sponsor during Covid-19, and we also had sponsors allow us to use their 
donations earmarked for programmes to go toward our administrative office expenses.
Raising standards
The ICC has seen the progress BCB has made via the hosting of the ICC Americas tournament in 2019 and 
our good governance via our annual audit.  Due to this, we have been elevated from Tier 2 status to Tier 1, 
which will provide us with multiple programmes, such as Strategic Planning, Field Curator Certification and 
Online Coaching. The significance of this strategic planning partnership will see the ICC work directly with 
BCB to pilot a strategy framework that will chart the way forward for BCB as of 2021 to 2025. The curator 
course will commence as of November 2020 and the online education programmes as of January 2021.
Consistency
The BCB will move towards a setup which will allow each committee to create their goals and objectives 
with prior planning to achieve success and consistency. This is to ensure that we replicate best practices in 
all areas of cricket.
Education
We note that the future of our student athletes and current U19 and senior team members depend on 
their standard of living and health. Through our relationships with boarding schools, CWI, international 
academies, and the Leeward Islands Cricket Board, we will continue to ensure that our players develop into 
global citizens who have a passion and elite skills in cricket.
Incentives
The game we love is being challenged by the following factors in Bermuda; the global COVID-19 
pandemic, popularity of other sports and the access to training sites throughout the winter months. To 
combat these challenges, we have worked as a team to provide cricket to Bermuda’s clubs, players, and 
spectators. We are in the process of having an ICC grassroots development programme presented to 
schools and clubs, to showcase new learning techniques, training programmes and fun developmental 
games to excite our young boys and girls. We have had discussions with our stakeholders and look forward 
to seeing cricket return to our high schools for both male and female players. We are also discussing 
permanent training site options with the Government.
Also, I would like to mention that we have had discussions with Gus Logie, as he is back on island for a 
period of time. We are hoping that he can act as a consultant to the BCB, with the help of CWI, Bermuda 
Department of Immigration and The Department of Youth and Sport.
In closing, I want to acknowledge that the BCB is moving cricket forward in Bermuda, in the right direction. 
I look forward to members and the executive working together to ensure this continues.

Yours Truly,

Lloyd Smith 
President, Bermuda Cricket Board



Covid-19 Regulations 
The BCB was the first sporting body in Bermuda and in the ICC Americas region 
to return back to playing cricket, due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. The 
significance is that the BCB was also able to host spectators at all matches. 

The regulations were drafted by the BCB administrative team and executive board, 
vetted by the Ministry of Health and National Security, and submitted to the ICC 
Americas for distribution throughout the region. 

The documentation was also released to various domestic national sports governing 
bodies, to aid in their ‘Return to Play’.

Page #9
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T20 Domestic League  
The BCB via a collaborative effort with the Ministries of Health, National Security and 
Sport & Culture, were able to provide a competitive and exciting T20 (Premier & First 
Division) League. The season ended prematurely due to tropical storm Paulette but not 
without the first ever BCB Premier & First Division All-Star matches taking place at White 
Hill Field (Somerset Bridge Recreation Club)

The Winners of the T20 Premier Division were the Southampton Rangers Sports Club.

The Co-Winners of the T20 First Division were the Warwick Workmen’s Club  
and Flatt’s Victoria Recreation Club.
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Streaming of League 
Matches & Social 
Media Promotion   
The BCB was able to facilitate a live stream of 
T20 Domestic League matches via YouTube, 
lead by Mr. Lorenzo Tucker – Lead Analyst for 
the Senior and U19 Men’s National Teams. 
The streaming of matches was a huge success 
as not all persons, especially seniors were 
hindered from attending matches due to 
limited spectator admittance and Covid-19 
health regulations.

The BCB also conducted various interviews 
at each match, with the content being 
distributed on Twitter, Instagram, and 
Facebook. The BCB intends to continue with 
the streaming of matches in 2021 and will aim 
to enhance the digital and social media fan 
experience.

The BCB also successfully partnered with 
young Bermudian entrepreneurs and local 
sports app, 

On Track to 
aid in the 
distribution 
of the weekly 
schedule 
and Players 
of the Week 
through cross-
promotion.
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BCUA & Scorers    
The BCB wishes to extend our sincere appreciation to the Bermuda Cricket Umpires Association 
(BCUA) and dedicated club scorers for their participation and support during the 2020 T20 
Domestic League 
Season. 

The umpires did an 
extraordinary job of 
officiating the matches 
while adhering to 
guidelines, keeping 
players safe on the 
field. 

The BCB is looking 
forward to facilitating 
a closer partnership 
with both the BCUA 
and club scorers in the 
future. 
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U19 National Team 
Training Squad   
The BCB U19 Men’s National Team participated in the T20 
First Division & Evening Cricket League Competitions. This 
was in addition to training three times a week and playing 
for both of their club and National Teams.

The team consisting of 60 players in the training pool 
aged 13 – 17, are preparing to represent Bermuda in the 
ICC Americas U19 Regional World Cup Qualifiers.
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U11 & U14 Youth Summer Leagues    
The BCB Development Committee via Mr. Arnold Manders 1st VP, lead the return to play for 
the U11 Hiscox and U14 KPMG youth leagues. Due to Covid-19 and government regulations, 
the U8 to U12 leagues were not held this year based on the risk factors for coaches, players, 
and parents. 

The U11 and U14 leagues were a huge success taking the multiple challenges and restrictions 
we had to navigate. 

The U11 Hiscox League winners were Cleveland County Cricket Club and the U14 KPMG 
League winners were Somerset Cricket Club. 

We wish to acknowledge the venue and infrastructure support provided Principal David Horan 
of Warwick Academy and his staff of facility managers.

We look forward to facilitating our traditional league formats with a full roster of players and 
teams in 2021.

Runners Up | Warwick Academy 



Establishment of U13 & U15 
National Training Teams     
The BCB re-established the youth national U13 and U15 teams after a four-year hiatus. The 
reintroduction was based on recognizing the value of having our elite youth student athletes in 
cricket be introduced into the national team setup at an earlier stage in their development.

Winners | Cleveland County
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Bid to Host ICC 
Competitions       
Due to the success of the ICC 
Americas Regional Qualifier 
in Bermuda in 2019, the BCB 
submitted three bids to host future 
ICC and ICC Americas qualifying 
tournaments in Men’s T20, U19’s 
and Cricket World Challenge 
League Qualifiers. 

We eagerly await the outcomes of 
our bids and hope to be able to 
host an international tournament 
on local soil once again.

Photography by Peter Della Penna
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MOU Signing 
with Western 
Counties 
Cricket 
Association & 
Evening Cricket 
League        
The BCB signed two additional 
MOU’s in partnership with 
the Western Counties Cricket 
Association (WCCA) and the 
Evening Cricket League (ECL). 

The two new agreements are 
in addition to the MOU signed 
with the Eastern Counties Cricket 
Association in 2019. 
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Domestic Cricket 
Regulations  
Post-Season Review  
The BCB Cricket Committee, Chaired by Mr. Steven 
Douglas held various meetings to discuss the 2020 
season and proposed rule changes for 2021. After 
a thorough process, the committee presented the 
prosed changes to the member clubs via Zoom.

Code of Conduct Review  
The BCB will review the Code of Conduct and 2020 
Competition regulations to ensure that it continues 
to meet the international standards of the ICC. 

The annual review takes into consideration that 
the game of cricket is played at an amateur level 
in Bermuda but that the match regulations are 
practiced and adhered to globally. 

The review will be facilitated by the Bermuda 
Cricket Umpires Association (BCUA) in partnership 
with the BCB Cricket Committee in preparation  
for the 2021 season.

Audited Financials   
The BCB received a clean audit from KPMG which 
acknowledges that we operate under  
“Best Financial Practices.” 

The BCB will continue to remain transparent 
and adhere to all Bermuda Monetary Authority 
regulations and Charities Commission.

Sponsorship Renewal   
The BCB managed to retain 90% of our corporate 
partners during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The continued support of our donors afforded the BCB to operate as normal and provide the 
usual programs and reestablish U13 and U15 boys’ National Teams. 

ZOOM Webinars  
The BCB hosted eight Zoom webinars focusing on high performance, girls and women’s 
cricket, administration and Covid-19 health and safety regulations. The webinars saw 
international facilitators and attendees partake in various discussions. 



Women in Cricket – Round Table Forum        
The BCB has hosted and facilitated interviews with leading female executives who play an integral 
role at their clubs. The role women play in our sporting clubs has not been recognized and the BCB 
wishes to bring forth their views, achievements and challenges they face via their personal stories.
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Omtex Clothing Apparel Review -  
Clubs & National Teams       
Omtex has a mission to produce health wear and accessories of a standard which match those 
of the best in the world. They are now responsible for an extensive range of health wear, 
sportswear and cricket training equipment. 

Through discussions with President, Lloyd Smith Omtex is looking to partner with BCB 
member clubs, national sports governing bodies and sports clubs to provide match day kits, 
lifestyle apparel and equipment. 

Omtex has entered the local market by providing netball, football and cricket uniforms as of 2020. 

Digital Mock-ups for Willow Cuts Cricket Club
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Website Redesign      
The BCB is pleased to announce the redesign of our existing website. The new platform 
replaces the former template that has been in existence since 2009. 

The new platform will aid the BCB in providing relevant information, frequent updates, full 
schedule, engaging content, easy registration revenue generating opportunities such as 
e-commerce and advertising, as well as access to real time data analytics.

The new website link is www.cricketbermuda.com/ 

Photography Courtesy of ICC24
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2021 
BCB Vision

Committees
1. Cricket Committee

The Cricket Committee of the BCB manages the Senior Men’s domestic competitions which 
consist of:

• 50 Overs League Competition
• T20 League Competition
• 50 Overs Knockout Competition
• T20 Knockout Competition
• The Cricket Committee will review the Senior Men’s domestic structure to develop more 

competitive competitions/fixtures. 

“To modernize, enhance and extend the BCB leagues/competitions, provide continued 
learning for officials, develop women’s cricket including domestic partnerships”

• 1. Modernize Rules & Regulations
• 2. Enhance BCB Competitions
• 3.  Provide Workshops For Continued Learning/Certification
• 4.  Launch (Mini) Women’s Cricket Festival
• 5. Develop International Partnerships

2. Development Committee

2021
Implement new cricket in primary schools’ program, train physical education teachers, extend 
youth cricket season and international team travel for U13s.

The Youth Development Programs of the BCB, are the core provider of future HP players 
and coaches.  The BCB via programs geared towards players 5-19 offers an introduction 
and international opportunities for both male and female players. Through cricket the BCB 
programs keep young boys and girls active and involved in a sport that they love and on the 
right path to a successful future in life. 

Cricket, academics & sport positively influences all aspects of our community and provides our 
youth with health benefits, self-confidence, leadership, and lifestyle skills. We believe this will 
lead to more, self-confident individuals, unified communities and cross gender opportunities. 
This includes potential future national team representation at ICC level to represent Bermuda 
on a global stage. 

The Development Committee will concentrate on increasing participation, improving the 
awareness, coaching/training & competition in schools. A core focus will be in primary & 
middle schools to ensure that participation is increased at the grassroots/early entry levels. 
The committee will also seek to create U13 & U15 travel teams for international exposure at 
an earlier level and competition in the Americas region.
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Key Objectives 
Develop our Youth players via camps and youth league competitions.

3. High Performance
To continue to qualify for ICC Americas Regional World Cups Qualifiers and attempt to 
qualify for an ICC Men’s World Cup Tournament (T20 or ODI). 

Establish a robust girl’s competitive program, leading to a domestic women’s 
competition with competition in the ICC Americas region by 2023. 

The High-Performance Committee is comprised of former elite players/coaches with the effort 
to enhance the elite level of cricket in Bermuda. 

The core objective is to provide our national team coaches with the best playing and coaching 
staff available via an extensive year-round competition, training & development program.

The HP program is geared towards our more advanced players/elite junior cricketers who are 
deemed able to train and compete internationally (future) on a consistent basis.

Key Objectives
1. Modernize Rules & Regulations
2. Enhance BCB Competitions
3. Provide Workshops For Continued Learning/Certification
4. Launch (Mini) Women’s Cricket Festival
5. Develop International Partnerships

“Become a dominant men’s force in the Americas region and continuously 
qualify for global ICC World Cup qualifying tournaments by 2022.”
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4. BCB Secretariat
To enhance the administrative & public relations/marketing setup of the BCB, using 
online social media & revenue generating platforms

Operations, Communications & Finance
The operations, communications and finance departments are housed via the offices of the 
BCB via the Executive Director, Treasurer (offsite), Marketing & Fund Development Manager, 
Administrator, and daily communications with the President. The operations provide access to 
all member affiliates for cricket administration, promote strategies and values, liaison with the 
ICC, government agencies and stakeholders.

The objective of the OC&F is to provide reliable, efficient, informative information and 
financial sustainability via corporate good governance, for the long-term future of cricket 
in Bermuda. The core focus of the OC&F is to communicate more frequently with the ICC 
Americas officers, BCB Executive/members, upgrade our IT infrastructure, increase our social 
media presence and engagement with our corporate partners.
1. Bermuda National Standards Certification
2. ICC tier 1 requirements 
3. Increase in fund development (donors)
4. Consistency and enhanced quality in social media marketing
5. Efficient league management 

5. President’s Vision
To enhance the development of cricket in Bermuda via international partnerships and 
modern-day best practices.

BCB Mission Statement
The BCB develops sustainable cricket structures that connect people and their 
communities, by:
- Developing grassroots programs
- Implementing international best practices
- Delivering innovative and memorable events

• To establish a permanent training facility for BCB national teams and coaching education/
programs.

• To advance the memorandum of understanding with the leeward islands cricket board

• To develop a cricket development program with OMTEX and Sanjay farms (India)

• To enhance the BCB competitions via an efficient league management protocols

• To acknowledge those who have given so much to the game of cricket in Bermuda since 
the inception of the Bermuda Cricket Board of Control 

• To strengthen the regional relationships (with our ICC Americas members USA, Canada & 
Cayman) with bi-lateral and triangular tournaments.

• To establish a youth scorers and umpires program in schools and clubs to train the next 
generation of BCB officials
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Thank you to our Clubs

HONOR THROUGH HERITAGE
PRIDE THROUGH SPORT
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Thank you to our Sponsors & Partners
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BCUA
Bermuda Cricket 

Umpires Association 
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